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the project is based on a new ai model. the model learns from the action history of customer service agents and has
an intelligent voice robot. the intelligent voice robot can use a large amount of historical dialogue data to learn and
improve the quality of dialogue. the model can also learn the characteristics of customers, leading to more
personalized services. the system will also automatically generate the dialogue content, which helps the robot to
quickly respond to customers. the model does not need to learn the specific wording of dialogue and can also learn in
real time to respond to customers. the model also integrates a comprehensive customer relationship management
(crm) system and supports the user points and gifts redemption. the system has been implemented in beijing
hyundai's new smart store and has been improved in real time. the model achieves real-time data collection, data
analysis and intelligent dialogue management, and has successfully optimized the customer service process and
improved customer satisfaction. the model not only improved the effectiveness of sales agents and the sales
conversion rate, but also reduced the operation cost and improved the overall sales efficiency.the sale of zhanghe
and shiye appliances went full-scenario online marketing through transwarp sophon in 2019, dingxiang’s domestic
analysis model’s deep learning model based on audio content has been used in meituan’s next-generation store
solution. as a new generation of intelligent content recognition solution, dingxiang can accurately recognize words,
numbers and phrases in a variety of voice-based financial services and retail stores. the system can track the sales
of product categories and identify goods that have been damaged or become expired. it can also accurately identify
credit card payment information, accurately match lost or stolen credit cards to prevent identity theft, and identify
the shopping habits of customers. the solution is a leading partner for meituan and has played an important role in
meituan’s cross-industry and cross-country projects. the company is also actively looking to expand in overseas
markets.the top 10 most cited article in 2019 by the beijing journal of chinese law
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in 2019, vava released two major products:1. traffic assistant which can analyze road congestion and recommend
driving directions by analyzing the big data generated by intelligent transportation systems, and it can automatically

report accidents, sudden congestion, and emergency vehicle alerts;2. in-car video surveillance software which
integrates driving assistance tools such as traffic assistance, crash prediction, hazardous road, automatic parking

assistance, and intelligent parking (including automatic car-jacking prevention), and it can play videos in any
language. technologies of voice and vision are very common in social applications and have brought many

unexpected applications. the rapid progress of ai and the emergence of the speech and vision chips help developers
to quickly realize the application of ai products and technologies on these two fields of information. for example, the
ai products in combination with a camera are very common in social applications. take a picture of a photo or video,

the ai product will analyze the picture. then it will read out a sentence for users. in this way, ai can be easily
incorporated into many product categories. for example, people can play the guitar by taking a picture of the guitar
or playing the guitar with the help of ai assistant. ai can also read qr code.lightsbrace, bringing digital eyes to the

blind community, will now work with ai assistant to help those with vision impairment lightsbrace is a global leader in
digital eyes, and now we will make the best face recognition technology available to the world’s blind. make yourself

more easily recognizable as an environmental or digital safety. keep up with the latest in this brand new
technology!chinese innovator nubia announces pre-orders at 4,000 units of exquisitely crafted android flagship

phones 5ec8ef588b
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